WH2 SOL Review!
IF YOU’RE A 9:00AM TESTER...
DO NOT TALK ABOUT THE TEST
QUESTIONS?

FOCUS
TAKE YOUR TIME
READ CAREFULLY
DON’T GIVE UP! TRY ON EVERY QUESTION!
DON’T STRESS – YOU’RE GONNA DO GREAT
SOL Review Resources

• FREEMAN-PEDIA!
  – Videos
  – Outlines
  – Notes

• Quizlet!

• CRASH-COURSE WORLD HISTORY

• http://www.solpass.org/
SOL REVIEW!!!!

LETS DO THIS!

(GO TEAM)
WORLD AT 1500

• MAJOR CIVILIZATIONS:
  – What Civilization had control of Northern Africa, Constantinople, the Arabian Peninsula, and much of the Middle East?
    • OTTOMAN EMPIRE
  – Where was the SONGHAI EMPIRE located?
    • WEST AFRICA
  – What was the name of the Civilization controlling India in 1500?
    • MUGHAL EMPIRE
  – Who group controlled Feudal Japan and what was the dynasty?
    • TOGAGAWA SHOGUNATE (JAPAN)
WORLD AT 1500

• MAJOR CIVILIZATIONS:

  – What civilization was in Mexico during the 1500s?
    • AZTECS

  – What civilization was in South America?
    • INCAS
WORLD AT 1500

• TRADE ROUTES? (6)
  – TRANS-SAHARAN
  – MARITIME / INDIAN OCEAN
  – SILK ROAD
  – NORTHERN EUROPEAN / BLACK SEA
  – WESTERN EUROPEAN
  – *SOUTHEAST ASIAN
WORLD AT 1500

• JAPAN AND CHINA WERE...  
  – ISOLATIONISTS

• IN ORDER TO TRADE, BUT REMAIN ISOLATED, CHINA SET UP...  
  – ENCLAVES
RELIGIONS

— IN CHINA?
  • BUDDHISM

— IN INDIA?
  • HINDUISM

— IN JAPAN?
  • SHINTOISM / ZEN BUDDHISM

— IN MIDDLE EAST / NORTH AFRICA?
  • ISLAM

— IN AFRICA (SONHAI?)
  • ISLAM

— IN EUROPE?
  • CHRISTIANITY
HINDUISM

• FOUNDER?
  – INDO-ARYANS / INDIA

• CORE BELIEFS?
  – REINCARNA TION
  – KARMA / DHARMA

• SOCIAL HIERARCHY CALLED...
  – CASTE SYSTEM

• CASTE SYSTEM DETERMINES YOUR...
  – JOB
  – SOCIAL STATUS / GROUP
JUDAISM

• FOUNDER?
  – ABRAHAM

• REVOLUTIONARY BELIEF?
  – MONOTHEISM (1st MONOTHEISTIC RELIGION)

• JEWISH LAWS COME FROM THE...
  – 10 COMMANDMENTS

• HOLY BOOK OF THE HEBREWS IS CALLED THE...
  – TORAH
BUDDHISM

• FOUNDER?
  – SIDDHARTHA GAUTAMA (THE BUDDHA)
  – FOUNDED IN INDIA – SPREADS TO CHINA, JAPAN, S.E. ASIA

• CORE BELIEFS?
  – 4 NOBLE TRUTHS
  – 8 FOLD PATH

• WHAT IS THE 8 FOLD PATH?
  – STEPS A BUDDHIST TAKES TO ACHIEVE ENLIGHTENMENT

• HOW DID BUDDHISM SPREAD? (PERSON + OTHER THING)
  – ASOKA
  – TRADE ROUTES / MISSIONARIES
CHRISTIANITY

• FOUNDER?
  – JESUS CHRIST
  – ADOPTED BY EUROPEANS and RUSSIANS

• RELIGION THAT CHRISTIANITY GREW FROM?
  – JUDAISM

• CHRISTIAN HOLY BOOK?
  – BIBLE

• DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BIBLE AND THE TORAH?
  – NEW TESTAMENT
ISLAM

• FOUNDER?
  – MUHAMMAD (THE PROPHET)

• MAJOR HOLY CITIES? (2)
  – MECCA + MEDINA
  – ON THE ARBIAN PENINSULA

• HOLY BOOK OF ISLAM?
  – KURAN / Q’URAN

• CORE BELIEFS / PRACTICES OF MUSLIMS?
  – 5 PILLARS OF ISLAM
QUESTIONS?
RENAISSANCE

• STARTED IN?
  – ITALY

• SPREAD WHICH DIRECTION?
  – NORTH (FRANCE + GERMANIC STATES)

• REASONS FOR ITS START IN ITALY?
  1. TRADE WITH MIDDLE EAST
  2. WEALTHY BANKERS / MERCHANTS IN ITALY = PATRONS
  3. STONG ITALIAN CITY-STATES (FLORENCE, GENOA, VENICE)
  4. BLACK DEATH / 100 YEARS WAR IN FRANCE
RENAISSANCE

• CHARACTERISTICS OF RENAISSANCE?
  – SECULAR (NOT RELIGIONS / WORLDLY)
  – PERSPECTIVE / 3D
  – LIFELIKE
  – EMOTIONAL – through color and dramatic shadows

– HUMANISM
– GREEK / ROMAN INFLUENCES
RENAISSANCE

- MICHELANGELO
- LEONARDO DIVINCI
- ERASMUS
- SIR THOMAS MORE
- SHAKESPEARE
- MACHIAVELLI

- STATUE OF DAVID / SISTINE CHAPEL
- LAST SUPPER / MONA LISA
- PRAISE OF FOLLY / HUMANIST
- UTOPIA / HUMANIST
- PLAYWRITE FROM ENGLAND / HUMANIST
- THE PRINCE
WHO INVENTED THE PRINTING PRESS?
- JOHANNES GUTENBURG

WHY WAS THE PRINTING PRESS SO IMPORTANT?
1. GREATLY INCREASED THE # OF BOOKS AVAILABLE
2. MORE PEOPLE HAD ACCESS TO BOOKS FOR CHEAPER
3. INCREASED LITERACY
4. QUICKLY SPREAD NEW IDEAS
5. FIRST BOOK PRINTED: BIBLE
REFORMATION

• WHO STARTED THE REFORMATION?
  – MARTIN LUTHER

• HOW DID MARTIN LUTHER START THIS MOVEMENT?
  – NAILED 95 THESES ON THE DOOR OF A LOCAL CHURCH

• WHAT DID MARTIN LUTHER HAVE A BIG PROBLEM WITH?
  – INDULGENCES (BUYING YOUR WAY INTO HEAVEN)
AGE OF EXPLORATION

• WHAT DID COUNTRIES BEGIN EXPLORING?
  – NEW TECHNOLOGY
  – MERCHANTALISM / SEARCH FOR NEW MARKETS
  – HENRY THE NAVIGATOR (OF PORTUGAL)
  – AVOID THE OTTOMANS!
  – THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION (Spread Religion)

• WHAT INSPIRED INDIVIDUALS TO EXPLORE?
  – GOLD
  – GLORY
  – GOD
AGE OF EXPLORATION

- **DE GAMA**
- **MAGELLAN**
- **DRAKE**
- **COLUMBUS**
- **CORTEZ**
- **PIZZARO**

- **CAPE OF GOOD HOPE TO INDIA**
- **1st TO CIRCUMNAVIGATE GLOBE? (BUT DID HE?)**
- **1st TO ACTUALLY CIRCUMNAVIGATE GLOBE (from ENGLAND)**
- **DISCOVERS NEW WORLD**
- **SPANISH CONQUISTADOR / AZTECS in MEXICO**
- **SPANISH CONQUISTADOR / INCAS in SOUTH AMERICA**
AGE OF EXPLORATION

• COLUMBIAN EXCHANGE
  – UNINTENTIONAL EXCHANGE OF ITEMS, ANIMALS, AND DISEASE THAT HAPPENED AFTER COLUMBUS’S DISCOVERY

• TRIANGLE TRADE
  – SLAVES FROM AFRICA TO NEW WORLD
  – RAW MATERIAL FROM NEW WORLD TO EUROPE
  – MANUFACTURED GOODS FROM EUROPE TO AFRICA + NEW WORLD (MERCHANTILISM)
AGE OF EXPLORATION

• GOLD COMES FROM...
  – AFRICA / MEXICO

• SILVER COMES FROM
  – MEXICO / SOUTH AMERICA

• WHAT WAS THE MIDDLE PASSAGE?
  – LEG OF TRIANGLE TRADE FROM AFRICA TO NEW WORLD

• WHY DID THEY NEED SLAVES IN THE NEW WORLD?
  – DISEASE KILLS OFF MANY NATIVES
  – NEED FOR WORKERS WHO ARE USED TO EUROPEAN DISEASES
QUESTIONS?
ABSOLUTISM

• WHAT IS AN ABSOLUTE MONARCH?
  – RULER WHO CENTERS POWER AND CONTROL AROUND HIMSELF / HERSELF
  – ALL POWER IN GOVERNMENT IN ONE INDIVIDUAL

• WHERE DO THESE ABSOLUTE MONARCHES CLAIM TO GET THEIR POWER FROM?
  – GOD
  – DIVINE RIGHT OF KINGS
ABSOLUTISM

• ABSOLUTE MONARCH OF FRANCE?
  – LOUIS XIV
  – THE SUN KING

• HOME?
  – VERSAILLES

• HOW DID HE CENTRALIZE POWER?
  – MADE NOBLES LIVE WITH HIM A VERSAILLES

• WHAT WAS THE EDICT OF NANTES?
  – RELIGIOUS FREEDOM FOR HUGENOTS IN FRANCE
  – LOUIS XIV REVOKES IT
ABSOLUTISM

• ABSOLUTE MONARCH OF RUSSIA?
  — PETER THE GREAT

• ESTABLISHED A POLICY IN RUSSIA OF...
  — WESTERNIZATION

• MOVED THE RUSSIAN CAPITAL TO...
  — ST. PETERSBURG

• LAST ROMANOV / ABSOLUTE MONARCH IS...
  — CATHERINE THE GREAT
ABSOLUTISM

• WHAT IS THE SANDWICH OF ABSOLUTISM IN ENGLAND?

JAMES I
CHARLES I
OLIVER CROMWELL
CHARLES II
JAMES II
WILLIAM AND MARY
ABSOLUTISM

• AFTER THE GLORIOUS REVOLUTION, WILLIAM AND MARY SIGN THE...
  – ENGLISH BILL OF RIGHTS

• THE ENGLISH BILL OF RIGHTS ESTABLISHES WHAT KIND OF GOVERNMENT...
  – CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY
  – MONARCHY AND PARLIAMENT SHARE POWER
SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

• COPERNICUS
• GALILEO
• NEWTON
• KEPLER
• HARVEY
• BACON

• HELIOCENTRIC THEORY
• HELIOCENTRIC THEORY / TELESCOPE
• GRAVITY
• ORBITS
• BLOOD CIRCULATION
• SCIENTIFIC METHOD
ENLIGHTENMENT

- HOBBES
- LOCKE
- MONTESQUIEU
- ROUSSEAU
- VOLTAIRE

- LEVIATHAN / ABSOLUTE MONARCHY / PEOPLE EVIL
- NATURAL RIGHTS / PROPERTY / DEMOCRACY
- CHECKS AND BALANCES / SEPARATION OF POWERS
- THE SOCIAL CONTRACT
- FREEDOM! OF SPEECH AND RELIGION
RANDOM THING YOU MAY NEED TO KNOW...

CERVANTES WROTE THE FIRST NOVEL “DON QUIXOTE”
QUESTIONS?
FRENCH REVOLUTION

• CLASS SYSTEM IN FRANCE WERE CALLED
  – ESTATES

• WHO MADE UP EACH ESTATE?
  – 1\textsuperscript{st} = CLERGY
  – 2\textsuperscript{nd} = NOBLES / KNIGHTS
  – 3\textsuperscript{rd} = COMMONERS / BOURGEOISIE (MOST)
FRENCH REVOLUTION

• WHY WERE THE PEOPLE UPSET? (CAUSES)
  1. The Enlightenment
  2. Influence of the American Revolution
  3. Failing Economy
  4. Outdated Class System
  5. King Louis XVI / Marie Antionette
  6. Peasants’ Situation is Unbearable
  7. Harvest Failures
FRENCH REVOLUTION

• WHAT WAS THE TENNIS COURT OATH?
  – 3rd Estate locks itself in a tennis court at the Palace of Versailles and demands a new Constitution

• STORMING THE BASTILLE?
  – 3rd Estate takes over a Prison in Paris to get guns and gunpowder

• GREAT FEAR?
  – 3rd Estate burns down manors and goes after 1st and 2nd estate
  – Women march on Versailles / King and Queen flee
FRENCH REVOLUTION

• REIGN OF TERROR?
  – JACOBINS run the COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC SAFETY
  – EXECUTIONS by GUILLOTINE

• ROBESPIERRE?
  – RADICAL JACOBIN in charge of the COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC SAFETY

• THE DIRECTORY?
  – Takes over after Robespierre is beheaded
  – Puts Napoleon in charge of the military
  – Overthrown by Napoleon!
FRENCH REVOLUTION

1. National Assembly
2. Tennis Court Oath on June 20, 1789
4. Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen is written on August 26, 1789
5. National Convention is established on Sept. 20, 1792
6. Execution of Louis XVI
7. Maximilien Robespierre assumes leadership of the Committee of Public Safety in July 1793
8. Reign of Terror: September 1793 to July 1794
9. The Directory is established in 1795.
QUESTIONS?
NAPOLEON

• WHAT IS NAPOLEON’S TNT?
  – T = TRIED TO UNITE ALL OF EUROPE
  – N = NAPOLEONIC CODE OF LAWS
  – T = THE GROWTH OF NATIONALISM
    (ITALY / GERMANIC STATES / PRUSSIA)

• WHAT WAS THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA?
  – MEETING TO ESTABLISH BALANCE OF POWER
UNIFICATION OF GERMANY

- WHAT PRUSSIAN LEADER LED THIS EFFORT?
  – OTTO VON BISMARCK

- WHAT POLITICAL STRATEGY DID HE USE?
  – REALPOLITIK

- WHAT WAR HELPED HIM UNITE THE GERMANIC STATES AND PRUSSIA INTO ONE NATION?
  – FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR
UNIFICATION OF ITALY

• THE HEART OF THE UNIFICATION MOVEMENT?
  – MAZZINI

• THE BRAINS?
  – CAVOUR
  – NORTHERN ITALY

• THE MUSCLE?
  – GARIBALDI / RED SHIRTS
  – SICILY / SOUTHERN ITALY
UNIFICATION OF ITALY

- THE HEART OF THE UNIFICATION MOVEMENT?
  - MAZZINI

- THE BRAINS?
  - CAVOUR
  - NORTHERN ITALY

- THE MUSCLE?
  - GARIBALDI / RED SHIRTS
  - SICILY / SOUTHERN ITALY
INDEPENDENCE IN LATIN AMERICA

• HACIENDA
  – A Spanish owned plantation that used native or slave labor

• ENCOMIENDA
  – The right to organize unpaid labor by the earliest Spanish colonists in Latin America
  – This helped to establish new major cities in Latin American colonies
  – Havana, Mexico City, Lima, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires
INDEPENDENCE IN LATIN AMERICA

• HACIENDA
  – A Spanish owned plantation that used native or slave labor

• ENCOMIENDA
  – The right to organize unpaid labor by the earliest Spanish colonists in Latin America
  – This helped to establish new major cities in Latin American colonies
  – Havana, Mexico City, Lima, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires
Latin American Class Structure

- **TOP = PENINSULARES**
- **EUROPEAN BORN WHITES**

- **NEXT = CREOLES**
- **WHITES WITH EUROPEAN PARENTS BORN IN NEW WORLD**

- **NEXT = MESTIZO**
- **MIXED PARENTS – NATIVE + EUROPEAN**

- **LAST = NATIVES**
- **PEOPLE BORN IN THE NEW WORLD OF NATIVE PARENTS**
INDEPENDENCE IN LATIN AMERICA

• **Toussaint L’Overture**
  - HATIAN INDEPENDENCE

• **Miguel Hidalgo**
  - MEXICAN INDEPENDENCE

• **Simon Bolivar**
  - SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES
  - GRAN COLOMBIA = SPLETS INTO MANY DIFFERENT NATIONS
  - VENEZUELA, COLOMBIA, PERU, ECUADOR
INDEPENDENCE IN LATIN AMERICA

• MONROE DOCTRINE
  – EUROPE NEEDS TO STAY OUT OF INDEPENDENT LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES
  – TRADE MONOPOLY FOR THE UNITED STATES
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

• **STARTED IN?**
  - ENGLAND

• **DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COTTAGE AND FACTORY INDUSTRY?**
  - SLOW / HAND CRAFTED
  - FAST / MASS PRODUCED / ASSEMBLY LINE

• **EFFECTS?**
  - INCREASE STANDARD OF LIVING
  - INCREASED PRODUCTION
  - URBANIZATION
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

- HARGREAVES
- WATT
- WHITNEY
- JENNER
- BESSEMER
- SPINNING JENNY
- STEAM ENGINE
- COTTON GIN
- SMALL POX VACCINE
- STEEL
LABOR UNIONS FOUGHT FOR...

- SAFER WORK CONDITIONS
- NO CHILD LABOR
- MORE MONEY
- SHORTER WORK-DAYS

WHAT STRATEGIES DID THEY USE TO GET THIS?

- STRIKES
- COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
IMPERIALISM

• 3 TYPES OF IMPERIALISM
  – COLONIES
  – PROTECTORATES
  – SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

• WHAT HAPPENED AT THE BERLIN CONFERENCE of 1884?
  – “SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA”
IMPERIALISM

- **WHAT WAS THE SEPOY REBELLION?**
  - REBELLION OF INDIAN SOLDIERS AGAINST THE BRITISH.
  - INDIA LOSES / BECOMES BRITISH COLONY

- **WHAT 2 CONFLICTS HIGHLIGHT IMPERIALISM IN CHINA?**
  - OPIUM WAR
  - BOXER REBELLION

- **WHAT WAS THE TREATY OF KANAGAWA?**
  - ENDED JAPANESE ISOLATIONISM
  - OPENS JAPAN TO TRADE WITH USA / PERRY / TREATY OF KANAGAWA
WORLD WAR I

• **M.A.I.N. CAUSES?**
  – MILITARISM
  – ALLIANCES
  – IMPERIALISM
  – NATIONALISM

• **THE SPARK?**
  – ASSASSINATION OF ARCHDUKE FRANZ FERDINAND in SARAJEVO, BOSNIA
WORLD WAR I

• SIDES?
  – GERMANY + AUSTRIA HUNGARY + OTTOMANS
  – FRANCE + BRITAIN + RUSSIA + USA

• WHY DOES RUSSIA LEAVE THE WAR?
  – RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

• WHY DOES USA JOIN THE WAR?
  – UNRESTRICTED SUBMARINE WARFARE (Lusitania)
  – ZIMMERMAN TELEGRAM
WORLD WAR I

• OUTCOME = TREATY OF VERSAILLES

  – What happened at the Treaty of Versailles?

    • Germany had to pay war reparations
    • Germany was not allowed to have an army, navy, or air force
    • Germany was forced to take full blame
    • Creation of “MANDATE SYSTEM” to assist former Ottoman territories in becoming independent nations (Middle East)
    • Creation of the LEAGUE OF NATIONS
      – NO ARMY
      – NO US Involvement (sorry)
WORLDWIDE DEPRESSION

• CAUSES?
  – GERMAN REPARATIONS (couldn’t pay people back)
  – DOMINANCE OF USA ON GLOBAL MARKET (everyone was depending on the USA)
  – HIGH TARIFFS (taxes on foreign goods that limited international trade)
  – TOO MUCH USE OF CREDIT (countries not paying back their bills)
  – STOCK MARKET CRASH (goodbye world economy)
WORLDWIDE DEPRESSION

• IMPACTS?
  – UNEMPLOYMENT
  – BANK FAILURES
  – COLLAPSE OF WORLD TRADE PRICES
  – RISE OF THE NAZI’S AND FASCISM
    • Blamed democracies for economic failures
    • Nazi’s also blamed the Jews.
THE RISE OF EVIL

• FASCIST / TOTALITARIAN DICTATORS...
  – IN USSR = STALIN
    • Great Purge to solidify power
    • 5 year plan to make USSR a world powerhouse
    • Communism

  – IN JAPAN = TOJO
    • Industrialization and Militarism in Japan
    • Invade and conquer for more resources
    • Weak Emperor Hirohito just went along with it
THE RISE OF EVIL

• TOTALITARIAN DICTATORS...
  – IN ITALY = MUSSOLINI
    • The main FASCIST Dictator
    • Militarized Italy
    • Wanted to reestablish the glory of the Roman Empire
    • Invades Ethiopia

  – IN GERMANY = HITLER / THE NAZIs
    • Brings FACISM and ANTI-SEMETISM to Germany
    • Rebuilds Germany’s Army
    • Extreme NATIONALISM for Germans
    • Occupation and invasions of nearby countries
      – (Austria, Czech.)
WORLD WAR II

• CAUSES?
  – Isolationism and Pacifism of USA, UK, and FRANCE
  – Nationalism (esp. of Germany, Italy, and Japan)
  – Versailles Treaty was weak and unfair to Germany
  – Appeasement of German and Italian aggression
  – Disappointing League of Nations
  – Extreme Totalitarian / Fascist Dictators
    • (Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo)
  – Depressions Discredited Democracies
WORLD WAR II

• The Spark?
  – The Nazi invasion of Poland on September 1\textsuperscript{st}, 1939.
  
  – Blitzkrieg = Lightning warfare
  
  – Why the invasion of Poland?
    • Non-aggression pact between Germany and USSR
    • Divide Poland / Agree not to attack each other
WORLD WAR II

• MAJOR BATTLES and EVENTS?
  – German invasion of Poland
  – Fall of France
  – Battle of Britain
  – Invasion of the Soviet Union
  – Stalingrad
  – Pearl Harbor
  – Invasion of Northern Africa & Italy
  – D-Day
  – VE Day
  – Hiroshima & Nagasaki
  – VJ Day
WORLD WAR II

• MAJOR ALLIED LEADERS?
  – Franklin D. Roosevelt
  – Harry Truman
  – Dwight D. Eisenhower
  – Douglas MacArthur
  – George Marshall
  – Winston Churchill
THE HOLOCAUST

• WHAT WAS IT?

• WHAT IS GENOCIDE?

• NAZI NAME FOR IT?
GO TO THE STUDY GUIDE!